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Abstract : An original method for determining the handedness of individual non‐centrosymmetric crystals in a mixture using a 

tightly‐focused, circularly polarized X‐ray beam is presented. The X‐ray natural circular dichroism (XNCD) spectra recorded at the 

metal K‐edge on selected crystals of [Δ‐M(en)3](NO3)2 and [Λ‐M(en)3](NO3)2 (M=CoII, NiII) show extrema at the metal pre‐edge 

(7712 eV for Co, 8335 eV for Ni). A mapping of a collection of some 220 crystals was performed at the respective energies by using 

left and right circular polarizations. The difference in absorption for the two polarizations, being either negative or positive, directly 

yielded the handedness of the crystal volume probed by the beam. By using this technique, it was found that the addition of l‐

ascorbic acid during the synthesis of [Co(en)3](NO3)2 resulted in an enantiomeric enrichment of the Λ‐isomer of 67±13 %, whereas 

the Ni analogue was similarly, but conversely, enriched in the Δ‐isomer (65±22 %). 
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Due to the thermodynamic equivalence of enantiomeric pairs, as well as the entropic stabilization of such mixtures, the 

laboratory synthesis of chiral species in solution results in racemic mixtures in the absence of a chiral auxiliary. Such 

racemates most often crystallize as centrosymmetric crystals comprising both enantiomers, while the formation of 

conglomerates, where the two antipodes crystallize in separate crystals, is estimated to occur in less than 10 % of racemic 

mixtures.1 While crystals of only one or the other enantiomer can be effortlessly obtained by this process, such a 

spontaneous resolution can only truly be considered accomplished after the identification and triage of the two forms of 

crystals. In the famous experiment of Louis Pasteur, a conglomerate of sodium ammonium tartrate yielded hemihedral 

crystals, the separation of which could then be manually achieved by visual inspection of the crystal faces.2 It is 

noteworthy that the reproduction of this experiment has only been accomplished with difficulty,3 mainly due to irregular 

crystal facets, and that even in the ubiquitous mineral quartz, the occurrence of well‐defined enantiomorphic faces occurs 

only rarely.4 

Knowing the handedness of individual crystals in a mixture is of interest not only for selecting crystals for analysis, but 

also for the study of solid‐state deracemization processes, which can have industrial applications.5 Not long after 

Pasteur's experiment, enantioselective crystallization was accomplished by seeding with a homochiral crystal,6 and when 

the compounds in solution are achiral or subject to fast racemization, this technique can yield enantiomeric excesses 

approaching 100 %.7 Asymmetric enrichment can also occur during the crystallization of optically inactive solutions in 

the absence of a chiral auxiliary.8 While this stochastic deracemization technique has been shown to occur in organic 

systems,9 much of the work in this area has been performed on crystals where the dissymmetry arises from a helicoidal 

arrangement of achiral species, mainly NaClO3.10 In one of the first such demonstrations, over 10 000 individual NaClO3 

crystals were examined for the publication.11 Because such processes rely on (secondary) nucleation phenomena, the 

handedness of the individual crystals is the metric of interest, rather than the molecular enantiomeric excess.  

Analysis of chirality in the solid state is particularly challenging,12 as linear dichroism and birefringence can be orders 

of magnitude more intense than the circular dichroism signal.13 The interest of NaClO3 in such studies is due to the 

advantages of crystallizing in a cubic crystal system, giving transparent mm‐dimension crystals, and thus allowing 

chirality determination with a polarized optical microscope. Meanwhile, for small, anisotropic and/or colored crystals, 

X‐ray crystallography is the method of choice, requiring a substantial time investment for data collection and treatment.  

Here we present an X‐ray natural circular dichroism (XNCD) mapping technique able to image with micrometer 

resolution the handedness of individual crystals. Like the more familiar electronic natural circular dichroism, the XNCD 
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spectrum is expressed as the difference of absorption spectra of right‐ and left‐ circularly polarized electromagnetic 

radiation, and can only be observed in non‐centrosymmetric media. Unlike ECD, however, XNCD is only observable 

in ordered media, and more specifically in crystals belonging to one of 13 non‐centrosymmetric crystal classes.14 A 

major advantage in using XNCD is that the refraction index in the X‐ray range is very close to unity, rendering linear 

and circular birefringence contributions much weaker. Moreover, XNCD measurements can be performed on optically 

dense crystals as well as on transparent ones.  

For this demonstration, we chose to investigate crystals of the coordination compounds [Co(en)3](NO3)2
15 and 

[Ni(en)3](NO3)2,16 which crystallize as conglomerates in the space group P6322 at room temperature, providing uniaxial 

crystals adopting a rectangular block habit. During the synthesis of [Co(en)3](NO3)2, l‐ascorbic acid (AA), a naturally‐

occurring chiral compound, was added to discourage aerial oxidation of CoII. Selective crystallization using a non‐co‐

crystallizing dissymmetric additive is well known, involving a preferential interaction with the additive and one of the 

enantiomers, either in solid state or in solution.5, 17 

Crystals of [Co(en)3](NO3)2 and [Ni(en)3](NO3)2, selected using single crystal X‐ray diffraction, each show a distinct 

and strong XNCD signal at their respective K absorption edges. As shown in Figure 1, the spectra of the Δ and Λ 

enantiomers display the expected mutual mirror‐image symmetry, particularly in the pre‐edge features. The dichroism 

peaks of equal and opposite intensity at 7712.4 eV for Co and 8335.3 eV for Ni, thus provide a direct probe to determine 

the handedness of the crystal volume irradiated by the synchrotron X‐ray beam spot.  

 

 
 

Figure 1 : XNCD (blue and red lines) and X‐ray absorption near edge spectra (XANES, black lines) spectra for [Co(en)3](NO3)2 and [Ni(en)3](NO3)2. 

 

From a single crystallization batch, 128 crystals of [Co(en)3](NO3)2 were mounted on a sample plate using double‐sided 

tape (Figure S1). Similarly, assemblies of 46 crystals from a batch of [Ni(en)3](NO3)2 crystallized in the presence of AA 

and 46 crystals crystallized in the absence of AA were likewise mounted (Figure S1). The isomorphous crystals grow 

as rectangular blocks, such that the c crystal axis is oriented parallel to the long crystal dimension. As the 

crystallographic a and b axes are equal, the crystals could be easily mounted in the orthoaxial orientation by placing 

them so that the long crystal edge was parallel to the sample plate (and thus perpendicular to the beam). The X‐ray 

fluorescence signal, proportional to the X‐ray absorption, was measured at the pre‐edge energy maximum, using a beam 

spot size restricted to 150(H)×50(V) μm2, and alternating the circular polarization between right and left. The beam spot 

was then moved over the sample holder, yielding a mapping of the handedness of the individual crystals (Figure 2).  

Averaging the two polarizations yielded the isotropic X‐ray absorption signal, which was used to delineate the crystal 

contours as seen by the beam (Figure S2). Figure S3 shows the agreement between those contours with high‐resolution 

optical images and Figure S4 reports a numbering Scheme for the three crystal assemblies contoured effectively by X‐

ray absorption, that is, only 127 crystals for [Co(en)3](NO3)2, but the full 46+46 cohort for [Ni(en)3](NO3)2. Figure 2 

reports the raw dichroic signal in a red (Δ) to blue (Λ) scale, superimposed with the crystal contours (black lines). In the 

Figure, one observes rings around the edges of the crystals representing lower XNCD intensity. This is considered to be 

due to the beam being only partially on the crystal in these regions, thus resulting in a less intense unnormalized 
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absorption signal, and consequently a lower XNCD, and should not be considered representative of lower enantiopurity 

in these regions.  

 
 

Figure 2 : NCD mapping of a) [Co(en)3](NO3)2 and b) [Ni(en)3](NO3)2. For [Ni(en)3](NO3)2, the batch crystallized with AA is above the dark 

green line. Crystal contours as obtained from the X‐ray absorption are reported as black lines. 

 

It can readily be seen in Figure 2 that most crystals appear to consist of monodomains. We classified all crystals as either 

twinned, or predominantly or fully Δ or Λ (Table S1) In the case of [Co(en)3](NO3)2, 9 crystals were considered as 

undetermined since less than half the crystal was actually measured. In a first approach we will ignore the twinned 

crystals (1 for [Co(en)3](NO3)2 and 5 and 9 for [Ni(en)3](NO3)2) and consider for a given crystal only the predominant 

handedness, which yields populations of 117 crystals for [Co(en)3](NO3)2 and 41 and 37 crystals for [Ni(en)3](NO3)2.  

Of the 117 measured crystals in the [Co(en)3](NO3)2 assembly, 18 were found to be in the delta configuration, while the 

remaining 99 crystals were in the lambda configuration. Crystalline enantiomeric enrichment, but in the opposite 

direction, was found for the [Ni(en)3](NO3)2 group where AA was added: over 41 crystals, six crystals were lambda in 

configuration, and 35 crystals had the delta configuration. Crucially, for the [Ni(en)3](NO3)2 set of 37 crystals without 

AA, no significant enantiomeric enrichment was revealed: 20 crystals were lambda, and 17 were delta.  

The enantiomeric excess (ee) of the individual crystals was calculated from the mapping data by determining the 

probability p of obtaining a crystal of a given handedness and its corresponding confidence interval, using the Agresti–

Coull interval.18 In the cobalt case, p was found in the interval [0.769;0.901] at the 95 % confidence level, which is 

equivalent to an ee of lambda crystals between 54 % and 80 %, while the Ni batch crystallized with AA gave a crystal 
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ee between 43 % and 86 % for the delta isomer. For the Ni batch crystallized without AA, the crystal ee is found between 

−23 % and 38 %. This latter batch is thus seen as having a crystal ee not statistically different from zero, that is, not 

distinguishable from a perfect conglomerate. On the other hand, the presence of AA does induce a statistically significant 

optical enrichment of the two complexes, with non‐zero crystal ee values, but in opposite directions. While bias in 

conglomerate crystallization has been observed due to chiral contaminants,17 this appears to be an unusual case where 

two isomorphous compounds, crystallized under the same conditions, show an opposite enantiomeric enrichment.  

An important aspect of this mapping technique is its spatial resolution. When considering the crystals categorized as 

“twinned”, it is noteworthy that they are twice as abundant for [Ni(en)3](NO3)2 when crystallized without AA, viz. there 

are nine examples of twinned crystals in the batch without AA and five twinned crystals when AA was used. Two 

examples of truly racemic crystals were found, for [Ni(en)3](NO3)2 crystallized with or without AA (Figure S5), 

appearing as neither Δ nor Λ, at least down to the spatial resolution available on the beamline at the time of these 

experiments. Racemic crystals are quite unexpected for this system thought to be a conglomerate, and would point either 

towards crystals of a different centrosymmetric phase or a true racemic twin, which is not a frequent occurrence. The 

other crystals classified as twinned appear as two or three coexisting domains of a given handedness, with quite large 

separations respective to the beam spot size (Figure S6). Otherwise the mapping of the crystals shows a quite interesting 

difference between [Co(en)3](NO3)2 and [Ni(en)3](NO3)2: for [Co(en)3](NO3)2, the domains are very pronounced, with 

narrow delimiting regions (see Figure 2). For [Ni(en)3](NO3)2, the domain borders seem to be softer, with large regions 

being almost racemic (see green zones in Figure 2). These observations suggest a difference in the crystallization process 

for [Co(en)3](NO3)2 and [Ni(en)3](NO3)2, which may account for the opposed chiral induction shown by the AA. In 

order to unambiguously confirm the role of the AA on the enantiomeric enrichment of these complexes, studies on the 

effect of its concentration, as well as the effect of its optical isomer, d‐ascorbic acid, are planned.  

In conclusion, these results show that XNCD mapping provides a general method for determining the handedness of 

individual non‐centrosymmetric crystals in an assembly. This technique is particularly pertinent when the handedness 

of individual crystals, rather than molecular ee, is sought, such as in the study of solid‐state deracemization processes,9, 

10 like Viedma ripening or temperature cycling. It also of interest for chiral systems that cannot be studied by standard 

solution‐based methods, such as HPLC, due to rapid racemization, as is the case herein and for many first‐row transition 

metal complexes, or when chirality is only induced by crystal packing of achiral molecules. Moreover, it allows the 

imaging of anisotropic crystals of submillimeter dimensions, and is applicable to even highly colored crystals, in which 

optical microscopy cannot clearly differentiate the difference in light transmittance. Finally, we have shown the use of 

this technique in the imaging of chiral domains in a single crystal. Following the extremely brilliant source (EBS) 

upgrade, the ID12 beamline of the ESRF will offer enhanced capabilities for XNCD mapping using a much smaller 

symmetric beam of about 2 μm diameter over the energy range from 2 to 15 keV. This upgrade would allow access to 

detailed domain maps within a twinned crystal, which may eventually shed light on dissymmetric nucleation processes.  
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